
Abstract. Background: Randomized controlled trials had
demonstrated local therapy, such as radiotherapy, can improve
outcomes of patients with lung cancer with oligometastatic
disease (OMD). However, the definition of OMD is not uniform
and the European Society for Radiotherapy and Oncology
(ESTRO) and European Organisation for Research and
Treatment of Cancer (EORTC) proposed a new classification
in 2020 comprising nine subtypes. Therefore, we aimed to
investigate the prognostic significance of this European
classification for patients with lung OMD treated with
definitive radical radiotherapy. Patients and Methods: We
identified eligible patients via an in-house database. Patient,
disease, and treatment characteristics, as well as outcomes,
were obtained via chart review plus peer review. Overall and
progression-free survival were estimated via the Kaplan–Meier
method. Log-rank test was used in univariate analysis and Cox
regression in multivariable analyses to investigate the
prognostic significance of the subtypes of OMD. Results: We
identified 35 eligible patients with six different OMD subtypes

treated from 2011 to 2019. After a median follow-up of 23
(range=2-88) months, the median progression-free and overall
survival were 11 and 38 months, respectively. The prognosis
for patients with the subtype ‘induced oligoprogression’ was
statistically worse than for those without in both univariate
(p=0.02) and multivariate (adjusted hazard ratio for
death=4.8, 95% confidence interval=1.4-16.2, p=0.01)
analyses. Conclusion: We found the subtype with induced
oligoprogression in the European classification to be
associated with worse survival. Further studies are needed to
confirm our finding. 

Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer death around the
world (1). Around half of patients with lung cancer present
with distal metastasis, for whom the primary treatment
modality has been systematic therapy with radiation mainly
for palliation (2). In recent years, the concept of using radical
local therapy (mainly radiotherapy) has emerged for those
with oligometastatic disease (OMD) (3, 4). Promising
outcomes by utilizing radical radiotherapy had been reported
for patients with OMD of various cancer types in
retrospective studies (5-7), and improved progression-free
survival (PFS) or even overall survival (OS) have been
reported for patients with  lung OMD in randomized
controlled trials (RCT) (8, 9).

However, the definition of OMD was not uniform (3, 5).
Therefore, the European Society for Radiotherapy and
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Oncology (ESTRO) and European Organisation for Research
and Treatment of Cancer (EORTC) proposed a new
classification in 2020 (10). There are nine subtypes of OMD
in this European classification: Synchronous oligometastatic
disease, metachronous oligorecurrence, metachronous oligo-
progression, repeat oligorecurrence, repeat oligoprogression
(ROPro), repeat oligopersistence (ROPer), induced
oligorecurrence, induced oligoprogression (IOPro), and
induced oligopersistence (IOPer). To our knowledge, the
prognostic significance of these different subtypes of this
new European OMD classification has not been thoroughly
studied in the literature. Therefore, the current study aimed
to investigate the prognostic significance of these different
subtypes of OMD in this European classification via a
retrospective review of our patients. 

Patients and Methods

Study population. We identified patients with lung OMD treated with
definitive radical radiotherapy via a prospectively established in-
house database. We used the following inclusion criteria: (i) History
of histological proven lung cancer; (ii) with OMD defined as no more
than five lesions (10) by the EORTC imaging criteria with positron-
emission tomography (PET) while brain magnetic resonance imaging
was reserved for those with central nervous system symptoms or
signs (11); (iii) received definitive radical radiotherapy defined as
equivalent dose in 2 Gy/fraction (EQD2, assuming alpha/beta ratio
10) of at least 50 Gy. We used 50 Gy as threshold because it was the
inclusion criterion for radical radiotherapy in a relevant systematic
review (12). We excluded those without PET staging, those
underwent local resection before or after radiotherapy, those without
comprehensive radiotherapy (i.e., not all OMD lesions were treated
with EGD2 ≥50 Gy) (13), or those whose radiotherapy volume had
previously received radiotherapy. The status of OMD at the time of
definitive radical radiotherapy was classified by the European
classification (10) with the first date of radiotherapy as the index date.
We obtained the patient, disease, and treatment characteristics as well
as the outcomes via chart review plus peer review with the referring
physicians. This study was approved by the Ethics Committee of our
institute [CMUH106-REC3-119 (CR2)].

Definitive radical radiotherapy. Patients were treated with 6- or 10-
MV linear accelerators. Generally, a thermoplastic cast was used for
immobilization then simulations with computed tomography (CT)
were carried out in the treatment position. We used respiratory-
controlled radiotherapy, including slow CT, 4D-CT, combined
inhale/exhale imaging or repeated imaging, or abdominal
compression method, when feasible. The gross target volume (GTV)
was defined in the simulation CT image with the information from
the PET with/without diagnostic CT. We selectively used an
additional margin to form the clinical target volume (CTV) for
patients with a less certain GTV boundary. We then added a 6-10 mm
margin for the planning target volume to be used in intensity-
modulated radiotherapy planning. We used 5 to 10 fractions
stereotactic ablative radiotherapy when all OMD lesions were at the
peripheral lung (14) and the patient was willing to make the out-of-
pocket payment. For patients with central OMID lesions, the use of
more conventional fractionation or stereotactic ablative radiotherapy

was made after joint discussion. We followed the general guidelines
for dose constraints for organs at risk (4, 14). Image-guided
radiotherapy was used in the setup according to patient preference as
this required of out-of-pocket payment.
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Table I. Patient characteristics.

Characteristic                                                                        Value

Age at radiotherapy, years
  Median (range)                                                               68 (39-90)
Gender, n (%)
  Male                                                                                   18 (51)
  Female                                                                               17 (49)
Diagnosis, n (%)
  NSCLC                                                                              30 (86)
  SCLC                                                                                  5 (14)
Genetic alteration, n (%)a
  Positive                                                                              16 (46)
  Negative                                                                             5 (14)
  Unknown                                                                           14 (40)
ECOG PS, n (%)
  0                                                                                          4 (12)
  1                                                                                         25 (71)
  2                                                                                          6 (17)
Number of lesions, n (%)b
  1                                                                                         20 (57)
  2                                                                                         12 (34)
  3                                                                                           3 (9)
ETM, n (%)
  Yes                                                                                      8 (23)
  No                                                                                     27 (77)
Lesion central to mediastinum (14)
  Yes                                                                                     29 (83)
  No                                                                                       6 (17)
Previous systemic therapy, n (%)
  Yes                                                                                     32 (91)
  No                                                                                        3 (9)
CCRT, n (%)
  Yes                                                                                     25 (71)
  No                                                                                      10 (29)
RCRT, n (%)
  Yes                                                                                     34 (97)
  No                                                                                        1 (3)
GTV, ml
  Median (range)                                                               44 (1-332)
CTV, n (%)
  Yes                                                                                      9 (26)
  No                                                                                      26 (74)
IGRT, n (%)
  Yes                                                                                     16 (46)
  No                                                                                      19 (54)
Biologically equivalent dose (Gy)c
  Median (range)                                                               60 (50-83)

CCRT: Concurrent systemic therapy; ETM: extra-thoracic metastases; GTV:
gross tumor volume in ml; IGRT: image-guided radiotherapy; NSCLC:
non-small-cell lung cancer; ECOG PS: Eastern Cooperative Oncology
Group performance status score; RCRT: respiratory-controlled radiotherapy;
SCLC: small-cell lung cancer. aPositive: Positive for epidermal growth
factor receptor mutation or anaplastic lymphoma kinase rearrangement (15).
bThoracic nodes (including the supraclavicular fossae) were counted
collectively (8). cAt 2-Gy/fraction assuming alpha/beta ratio of 10.



Statistical analysis. OS was calculated from the index date to the
last date of contact or death. PFS was calculated from the index date
to death or progression or the last date of contact without
progression. OS and PFS were estimated via the Kaplan–Meier
method. To investigate the prognostic significance of the European
classification of OMD subtypes, we used log-rank test in univariate
analysis and Cox regression method in multivariable analyses to
adjust for covariables modified from a modern prognostic model for
metastatic lung cancer (15). Statistical analysis was performed using
the R software package "survival". 

Results

Study population and treatment. Thirty-five eligible patients
treated with definitive radical radiotherapy from 2011 to 2019
were identified (Table I). The median age on the index date was
68 (range=39-90) years. Most patients had received previous
systemic therapy (n=32) and were treated with concurrent
systemic therapy (n=25). Most patients had good performance
status (Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group performance status
0-1, n=29) and had OMD located only in the thoracic level
(n=27) or thoracic level plus other sites (n=8). 

Subsequent treatment and clinical outcomes. Thirty patients
received subsequent systemic therapy after definitive
radical radiotherapy but only one patient received
subsequent radical non-operative local treatment during
follow-up. At the time of analysis, after a median follow-
up of 23 (range=2-88) months, 16 patients had died. The
median (range) follow-up for the survivors was 30 (2-88)
months. The 5-year PFS and OS were 11% and 36%,

respectively (Figures 1 and 2). The median PFS and OS
were 11 and 38 months, respectively. No patients had
radiotherapy-related complication in need of admission as
the primary discharge diagnosis.

Prognostics significance of the European classification for
OMD. There were six OMD subtypes in our patients:
Synchronous oligometastatic disease, metachronous
oligorecurrence, ROPer, ROPro, IOPer, and IOPro. The
subtype distribution is displayed in Table II. The prognostic
significance of European classification in univariate analysis
is also displayed in Table II. Because the prognosis for
patients with IOPro was obviously worse and prognoses for
the other patients were relatively similar, we classified our
patients into IOPro and non-IOPro groups in the subsequent
analysis. There was no 5-year survivor for the IOPro group,
whereas the 5-year OS was 58% for the non-IOPro group
(p=0.02) as shown in Figure 3. The prognostic significance of
IOPro remained statistically significantly worse in multivariate
analyses, with an adjusted hazard ratio for death of 4.8 (95%
confidence interval=1.4-16.2, p=0.01) (Table III).

Discussion

Among the subtypes of OMD by the European classification,
we found that the IOPro subtype was associated with
significantly worse survival when compared to non-IOPro.
To our knowledge, this is the first study to report the
prognostic significance of the different subtypes of OMD by
the European classification.
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Figure 2. Progression-free survival (with 95% confidence interval) for
the whole study cohort.

Figure 1. Overall survival (with 95% confidence interval) for the whole
study cohort.



The clinical significance of the nine OMD subtypes in the
European classification was not clear in previous literature.
In the previous RCTs (8, 9), only four types (ROPer ROPro
IOPer IOPro) were compatible with the inclusion criteria in
one study (8), whereas only one subtype (ROPer) was
compatible in the other study (9).

Overall, our results were similar to those of the previous
studies. The median PFS was 10 -14 months in the previous
RCTs (8, 9), whereas it was 11 months in our study. The
median OS was 41 months in the previous RCT (8) and 38
months in our study. Our finding of a worse prognosis for
IOPro was also compatible with the discussion by the
authors of the European classification. Our result was
reasonable because these patients had previous
polymetastatic disease and some lesions progressed under
active systemic therapy. Therefore, it is not surprising that
the prognosis of these patients was the worst. 

The outcomes of OMD may not be homogenous as
reported in other classifications (5). Therefore, the
implication of our study is that the inclusion of the OMD
classification [such as the European consensus (10)
investigated in our work] should be considered in the design
of future studies focusing on OMD.   

There were several limitations of our study. Firstly, the
sample size was relatively small and only six out of the nine
subtypes of the European classification were identified in our
study population. Secondly, we only adjusted for covariables
used in a modern prognostic model for metastatic lung
cancer (15) in our multivariable analyses due to the small
number of cases. 

In conclusion, we found the IOPro subtype in the
European classification was associated with worse survival.
Further larger-scale studies are needed to examine the
spectrum of OMD subtypes fully and the inclusion of the
OMD classification should be considered in their design.
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Table II. Distribution of oligometastatic disease (OMD) subtypes.

OMD subtype                                                        Cases,     Hazard ratio 
                                                                                   n             for death

IOPro      Induced oligoprogression                          8                   3
MOR      Metachronous oligorecurrence                  5                0.84
ROPer     Repeat oligopersistence                             5                 0.9
ROPro    Repeat oligoprogression                            1        Not applicable
SOM       Synchronous oligometastatic disease         5                0.62
IOPer      Induced oligopersistence                          11           Reference

Table III. Multivariable analysis.

Covariable                                                aHR        95% CI         p-Value

OMD subtype
  IOPro vs. non-IOPro                              4.8         1.4-16.2           0.01
Age
  ≥70 vs. <70 Years                                   1.2          0.4-3.5            0.76
Genetic alterationa
  Positive vs. negative or unknown          0.5          0.1-1.6            0.22
ECOG PS
  2 vs. 0-1                                                  2.5         0.6-10.6           0.22
Lesion number
  Per lesion                                                0.9          0.3-2.4            0.82
ETM
  Yes vs. no                                                0.6          0.1-3.3            0.52

CI: Confidence interval; ETM: extra-thoracic metastases; ECOG PS:
performance status score by Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group;
aHR: adjusted hazard ratio for death; Induced oligoprogression; IOPro:
induced oligoprogression. aPositive for epidermal growth factor receptor
mutation or anaplastic lymphoma kinase rearrangement (15).

Figure 3. Overall survival according to subgroup. IOPro: Induced
oligoprogression.
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